LC$^3$ Information Day in Cape Town
Thank you for sponsoring this event

Thank you also to all our overseas delegates, and our local ones!
Purpose

• To introduce LC³ cement and explore its possibilities in the cementitious market – internationally and locally
• To understand the specific properties of LC³ cement in terms of concrete construction
• To highlight regional experiences with LC³ cement
• To open the floor for discussion on the material in the SA context
Saldanha Steel to shut down: Job losses and economic consequences

ArcelorMittal is the largest employer in the West Coast region.

News on 12th November 2019

Structural and durability properties of concrete made with Corex slag
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Collaborative research by the University of Cape Town and the University of the Witwatersrand
Recent extended cement projects at UCT

Project 1 (2016-18): Properties of Western Cape Concretes with Metakaolin
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Thank you